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Measurement of Transverse Beam Size in Accumulator 
as a Function of Momenta During Stacking 

ABSTRACT 
The horizontal and vertical emittance as a 
function of momentum was measured in the 
accumulator while stacking with a small stack. 
The data suggests that the transverse emittance 
of the beam is blown up between the injection 
orbit and the stacking orbit. The technique 
shows promise, and should be repeated with a 
large stack to measure the emittance in the 
accumulator at a time when we have large 
losses. 

MOTIVATION 

We often observe large loss of beam in the accumulator during 

stacking, especially with large stacks. We have excellent 

diagnostics that show us what is happening in longitudinal phase 

space while stacking, and we have transverse emittance 

measurements of the core; but there are many other physical 

quantities necessary to fully describe the beam in the accumulator. 

We often experience periods of poor stacking efficiency with both 

of these diagnostics showing good operating conditions, which 

suggests that the beam loss is in an area insensitive to these 

diagnostics. This report shows the first measurement to my 

knowledge of the emittance of beam at momenta different than the 

core while stacking. 

TECHNIQUE 

These measurements were made by scraping the beam away with 

the horizontal and vertical scrapers. Since the measurements took 

as much as an hour to complete all accumulator cooling systems were 

turned off for the duration, as well as ARF1 and the injection 

kicker. The beam shakers were also off but the dampers were on. A 



spectrum analyzer was used to measure the fraction of particles 

remaining at each scraper position. Since the measurement occurred 

over many minutes with all RF and cooling off, and occurred at low 

intensity, it is unlikely that coherent signals contaminated the 

spectrum analyzer measurement of the particle density. It is also 

apparent from the raw data that longitudinal diffusion was small at 

the low stack size used in the measurement. 

The position of the closed orbit was measured by moving the 

scraper in small .3-.5 mm steps until no beam was visible on the 

spectrum analyzer. For the horizontal measurement this process was 

performed both with beam on the core orbit and beam moved over to 

the injection orbit with ARF3. The change in the closed orbit 

position from core to injection orbit is about .5 mm, in good 

agreement with independent results using the BPM system. For the 

vertical measurement the closed orbit was measured at three 

locations, the core orbit, the injection orbit, and the stacking 

orbit. The change in the closed orbit location from core to 

injection orbit was 2 mm, also in good agreement with recent BPM 

data. The dispersion in each dimension was assumed to be linear in 

the calculation of the emittance below. 

BEAM PREPARATION 

The data shown below were taken on 1/13/92 during the first 

four hours of stacking. Due to the short amount of time and pbars 

allocated to this measurement the emittance was measured with 

stacks of about .5 ma with a cycle time of 2.4 seconds. This is 

before a proper core has formed in the accumulator. In addition, 

the main ring was delivering wider bunches than normal, and the 

source was not completely tuned up since it had just been turned on 

after reverse proton studies. ARF1, which often shows bad 

behavior, was certified at the time as being in working condition. 

Due to these limitations this measurement should be considered a 

proof of technique rather than the absolute last word on what is 

happening in the source with large stacks. 



The procedure of obtaining a beam sample was as follows. 

After about 20 minutes of uninterrupted stacking the three core 

cooling systems were turned off. ARF1 was then turned off using 

A:R1APSV, and roughly 4 seconds later the stack tail system was 

turned off. For some reason I also opened the injection shutter at 

this point. ARF1 was then turned on/off for one beam pulse in the 

middle of the supercycle to trap beam on the stacking orbit. 

A:IKIK was then turned off after a pulse in the middle of the 

supercycle to trap a fresh pulse on the injection orbit. 

THE DATA 

Figure 1 shows two spectrum analyzer traces, one just after 

stacking was stopped and one with the A:RJ500 at 16.06 mm. The 

closed orbit location is at about 11.5 mm. An averaging function 

similar to the video bandwidth function has been applied to the raw 

spectrum analyzer data to smooth out small fluctuations. If the 

emittance were the same at all momenta the vertical distance 

between the traces would be constant. The ratio of the power 

levels between the two traces gives a measurement of the fraction 

of particles scraped away between the two measurements. Making the 

assumption that the particle density in transverse phase space is 

gaussian I use a lookup table to calculate, SIGMAS, the number of 

sigma from the mean of a gaussian distribution such that the 

integral for O-SIGMAS is consistent with the measurement with the 

scraper. For instance, if I cut away 5% of the beam then 

SIGMAS=2. If I cut 10% then SIGMAS=1.6. From the position of the 

scraper I calculate the area in phase space contained between the 

scraper location and the closed orbit, PHSPC=(16.06-11.5)**2/14 in 

the above example. The 95% emittance is then equal to 

2*PHSPC/SIGMAS. 

Figure 2 shows the measured horizontal emittance for scraper 

positions of 18.24 mm, 17.49 mm, 16.74 mm, 16.06 mm, 15.35 mm and 

14.71 mm. Momenta with small amounts of beam have an emittance of 

zero in the plot. The fact that the curves lie on top of each 

other demonstrates that the particle distribution is gaussian and 



centered in phase space. The measured emittance of 6 pi at the 

injection orbit is larger than that measured in the debuncher in an 

earlier measurement. Figure 3 is simply a superposition of 

Figures 1 and 2. 

Figure 4 shows the raw spectrum analyzer plots taken with 

A:TJ307 out, at 5.57 mm, 2.71 mm, 1.47 mm, and -1.01 mm. The 

central orbit is at about -4.2 mm at the injection orbit and 

-2.2 mm near the core. It is obvious from the plots that the 

distribution of particles in phase space is different between the 

stacking orbit and the injection orbit. Figure 5 shows the 

calculated emittance distributions for the scraper at 7.23 mm, 

6.48 mm, 5.57 mm, 5.01 mm, and 4.18 mm. All the curves again fall 

on top of each other verifying that in this range the gaussian 

approximation is good. There is an apparent blowup of the 

emittance on the stacking orbit, which leaves the emittance on the 

stacking orbit dangerously close to the aperture limit. Even more 

ominous is the emittance calculated using the spectra taken with 

the scraper in the 3.28 mm, 2.71 mm, and 2.11 mm positions, shown 

in Figure 6. The fact that the calculated emittance is larger than 

that in Figure 5 indicates that the beam does not have a gaussian 

distribution in phase space, but rather has a hollow distribution. 

By calculating the difference between the successive spectra 

and dividing by the change in phase space area between each 

measurement I obtain the phase space density distribution of 

particles on the injection and stacking orbits, shown in Figures 7 

and 8. Hand drawn curves are shown in Figures 7 and 8 to guide the 

eye. On the injection orbit the distribution is centered about the 

central orbit and looks somewhat gaussian. On the stacking orbit 

the distribution is clearly depleted near the central orbit. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The beam on the injection orbit is about 6 pi in each 

dimension. This is much higher than the emmittances of 3-4.5 pi 

horizontal and 3-3.5 pi vertical measured in the debuncher just 

before extraction. The data also shows an obvious increase in the 



effective emittance as the beam moves from the injection orbit to 

the stacking orbit, then a decrease as the beam moves towards the 

core. This effect is more pronounced in the vertical dimension 

than the horizontal dimension. It is remotely possible that ARFI 
causes this blowup, after which the beam is cooled by the core 

cooling system. My simple calculation of the time delay of the 4-8 

GHZ cooling system shows that it cools down to about 79.241/126 

MHZ. 

Another piece of information that might be useful in 

explaining this effect is is the fact that there is very strong 

coupling in the accumulator. Figures 9-12 show measurements of the 

accumulator tunes taken on the same day as the data described 

above. There is very strong coupling near the central orbit, and 

it is impossible to identify the horizontal from the vertical tune 

at the inj ection orbit. It is altogether possible that. the tunes 

were crossed at this time, as they were in two earlier 

measurements shown in Figures 13 and 14. The effects of coupling 

on emittance measurements will be the subject of another PBAR note. 

FUTURE MEASUREMENTS 

This technique appears to work, and shows promise of adding 

to our knowledge of stacking losses. Unfortunately, the emittance 

in the accumulator with 0.5 ma stacks is not a very interesting 

thing to measure. What is interesting is the emittance with large 

stacks, when as many as 50% of the incoming pbars are lost 

somewhere in the accumulator. This measurement should be repeated 

with a large stack at a time when we are experiencing large losses. 

Since we now know the position of the closed orbit it is only 

necessary to scrape off about 5% of the pbars in each dimension to 
~.. 

make the measurement. 

The present scraper system makes this measurement very 


awkward, time consuming, and dangerous to make on a regular 


basis. I am convinced that these measurements will be useful in 


the future, and therefore propose that we build at least one 




scraper in each dimension that reliably moves to the position it is 

told with'one command with no danger of overshoot. 
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DELTAP/P .2335 % .... ..VIHORIZONTAL TUNE .6142 
VERTICAL TUNE .6072 

>HORZ EMITTANCE .9594 'tI .... 
o 

HORZ CHROMATICITY .2928 
YERT CHROMATICITY .2806 

~DTHI 3.52KHZ 

CENTER 78.993MHz SPAN 18.9KNz 

YERT EMITTANCE .4871 

CENTER 79.477MHz SPAN 18.9KH% 

~~~ -?8 IdB~ I'IK~ 7~:9916I1H% 
-81.3dB. 

PK TUNEI .613 I'IK TUNE .6133 
-CI'I TUNEI .614 

J&vill 
l~ 1 'T1i~ 

:.I
'1. I'll' I' , 

~DTHI 4.321 HZ ... 

~D HI 

79. 2348MHz 
---.11-+--+-32. 4dB.. 

IDTH 4.256KHz 

UPPER VERTICAL SIDEBAND 
REF -r ,dB! MK~ 7~:4S18MHZ
10/ -84.6dB.. 
PK TUNE I .687 "I< TUNE .6072 

foeM TUNE 1 • 607 

t 
,h .01, iI~ 
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~

,., 
~ I6a. 

1'" ~J' 'P 11 

~DTHI 1.58KHZ .-.
CENTER 78.993MHz SPAN 18.9KHz CENTER 79.235MHz SPAN 20 KHz CENTER 79.477MHz SPAN 18.9KHz 
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CENTER 78.985MHz SPAN 18.9KH% 

LO~ER YERTICAL SIDEBAND 

III 
oACCUMULATOR 
&; 

BEAM CURRENT 1.3 alA 
HARMONIC NUMBER 126 ~ .... 

oREV FREQUENCY 628786 Hz z 
DELTAP/P .216 '! .... 

VIHORIZONTAL TUNE .626 
VERTICAL TUNE .6814 >

'tIHORZ EMITTANCE .8272 .... 
o 

NORZ CHROMATICITY -1.534 
VERT CHROMATICITY 2.921 

YERT E!'IlTTANCE .7714 

r .. "" ."Z'l'1-'ZS ....CENTER 79.469MH% SPAN 18.9KHz w 

~ 
UPPER VERTICAL SIDEBAND 00,~ 

REF -30 dB.. MKR 78.9761MHz 
18/ -88 dB,!, 
PK TUNE 1 .681 NK TUNE .6809

f.c1'1 TUNE 1 .68I 
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.1 iA I 
''-' ''1'1 "'I'" T 

~D HI 1,47 HZ .... IDTH 3. 36KHz 

REF -38 dB .. ",KR n.4777MHz 
18/ -80,5dBo> 

~K TUNE ,6814 

1. 
.W ~ ,.AI I". I... "'1 

'1'" 'PI' !r "I''' 

CENTER 78.985MHz SPAN 18.9KHz CENTER 79.227MHz SPAN 28 KNz CENTER 79.469MHz SPAN 18.9KHz 
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ACCUMULATOR RE -3e ••• 
e7l'82''''1 111T 'v 

leM CURRtHT 1.71••A 

HAR"otIlC NUft,tJt .o. 
IIt£Y rlt(QU£HCY 62172& H. 
D[\.f., ....ft ......1 t 
HOlt: rZOHfM.. fUME: .,... 
YCRT leA\. TUN£ .'let 
HOJtZ ["trTMC;[ .. 211 
W:ltT '.tlTTAMC[ .U71 
HOlt:: tMftOMTlCITY .,,., 
Y[IT CHttOttATJenV 1. .. '5' 

I~-,.. ~.. .0 7'::"~:;: 
~ ~= ::1~ 

~8t:]
I.t.. .. 

~1 TN t, mb.. 

ACCUMULATOR 
.7/:1t...." , 1721 

'[Aft tUItIlll:£HT I.'" .. 
",.I"OMlt MuniER 'U 
REY V.tOUrNey 62a8'" HZ 
I£\.T,.,,,,,, .1," t 
HQRIZOHTAL TUME .6'6.

~-+-I-+-±±±I- ~ 
YERT ItA\. TOH( .,.78 
HOltZ OUTTAWe[ .",,4,. 
VtltT E"UrllHC£ .1$13 
HOltZ CMlII:OttATICITY ~1"')' 

I TM •• """M. 
'I£lT CHROHAHen., -..,' 

C[tfTD 1t~41",... WAM 31.4teNa 

ACCUMULATOR 
~i., 

-3t .,. ~~ ~::~=: 
~ TUHE .~.;.

"YUH£. .613 
lEA" CURRENT 1.'"'' -"" 
ttttRttQHlt HIJ"UIt It, 
ltV rltEOUEHCY "1"1 Itt 

InT.'''''' .. "74 "-

HOIUZotiTAt. Ttntt. .. 61. 
vtH,CAl. fUME .. 6.1 
tfORZ Dn TTAMe£: .172:4 

YEll £ftITTAHC( .2892 
HOI:Z CHROnATlCITY .... 

t Ttl 4. "'b!,ytlT tHitOttATltlTY .226,. 

"
LOtIGITU1UHAL $CHOTTteV ~ ... s .... 

~~. ~:3' 41•• "". '1:::~~:::.' :"= ::::' 
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:~ -31 ••• rKR'1 :~;:= 
i£f -H .... ~~ 7~:::~;~,v 

I I ~ !.'~tE ••1:: 

-
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lint ... "k... t TH , .. ,13 Hz t TH , .. "tint.. 



It*" CUItItCMT 
MM'HOJIIC MUft.E. 
IttY 'ItEQUENCV 

HOItJZOMfM. TUHE 
nltncM., TUME 

HORz E"JTTAHC£ 
VOT ["JTTItIHCE: 
H:Ott;Z CHIitOtIATIC ltV 

VCIT CHltOttATtCJTV 

••HZ. ...,,'" 
.1'11.2',.

-"",5 
- .. 493 

:~ -H dt. r"~ '~:::~~:;! 
K TUNC "'t~~ 
"ITUKE: £'1. 
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~ 

J 

1 TN 3~ 13 Hz: 
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ACCUMULATOR 
R • . 

11,U'" 1'''4 ..' 
It*" CUAIttNr ~.3a!S .A 
"KMKOHtC lfUH'EI ... 
ItEY "ICCMJttteY ",,111 N • 
• ELf.",. ..4161 ~ 
MOI:llOHTM,. fUMC .5944 
vcaT tCM. TONE .. '114 
MOltZ t'll ffMCE .t"1 
WItT CttlffMICE ..VSt 
HOltZ CHltO""TlctfY -."11 
YEar tMltOKATJCtTy ."" 


